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Introduction

Are you tired of wondering if your emails are being delivered to your

prospects properly?

Email outreach takes time and energy. The last thing you want is to spend

time crafting a thoughtful email to a prospect, only to have it bounce back —

or worse — to hit the spam folder.

If you want the most up-to-date, actionable tips on how to make sure that

your message arrives safely in your prospect's inbox, then read on.

This guide walks you through the most important steps you should go

through to reach and maintain high deliverability of your cold outreach

campaigns.
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Chapter 1 – The Importance of a Custom Domain

Avoid using your primary company domain. You will protect its

deliverability reputation in the eyes of providers.

Create a separate domain

It's important to create a separate domain. Using your primary professional

domain can be risky.

Sending your cold emails from your company domain is a major “don’t.” If

you send from your company domain and you get blacklisted, you’re out of

luck. You don't want to be blacklisted on your official company domain.

Instead, give yourself the best chance for success by setting up a separate

domain dedicated to cold emails. For example, if your primary company

domain is mycompany.com, you could register the domain

"mycompanyapp.com" or "mycompany.net." Any variation that is similar

enough to your primary, but still different.

After you register the domain, head on over to your domain provider's

website (Amazon AWS, Namecheap, Godaddy are all options) and set up a

redirect/forward so that anyone who goes to that domain is then redirected

to your official website.

The point is to send cold emails from your new, unofficial domain so that

there aren't any chances of damaging your primary domain's registration.
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NOTE: When registering any brand new domain and sending email, you're

seen as "high risk" based on its age. Basically, you just need to build trust

over time.

The absolute easiest way to get started on the right foot is to

1. Register with a lesser-known extension (for example, .io or .co).

2. Register your cold email domain EARLY (if you can, right now!) and let

it age.

You can still send emails from a brand-new domain, but it will be officially

removed from the "high risk" lists after approximately 1 month with most

providers.

So, the sooner you register your new custom domain, the better. It typically

costs about $5-12 to register a new domain.
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Chapter 2 – Spacing Out Your Emails

Not sending 100% identical emails at the exact same time helps you
avoid spam filter suspicion.

Space Out Your Emails

If you're sending to multiple people, be sure to space out your emails

accordingly.

Let's say that you're sending out an email to 30 people trying to gauge if they

have a pain that you can solve with your product.

Rather than sending them all out at once (and ending up in the spam folder),

try spacing out the time between your emails instead.

It's important that there is a delay of at least 30 seconds between each email

you send. Of course the more, the better.

Tip: There are tools out there that can help you do this by spacing out your

emails for you automatically during your cold email outreach campaigns.

Avoid Similar Content

When sending to a list of multiple cold or lukewarm contacts, you'll want to

avoid sending the same exact content in each email to different recipients.

Why?
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These patterns can be recognized when a high volume of identical emails is

being sent.

What can you do, then?

The best solution is to A/B test your emails and create slightly different

variations for each to create more personalization.

Many cold email tools out there today have A/B testing options that enable

you to try out different message variations.

Or if you're sending your emails manually, simply change up a few lines of

each one.

This simple change will put you miles away from basic spam filter suspicion.
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Chapter 3 – Images and Tracking in First Emails

1st Emails are highly sensitive in the eyes of email providers!

Avoid Images And/Or Aachments in 1st Emails

Whenever you're reaching out to prospects for the first time, avoid using

images or attachments.

When you first reach out to a prospect, you've got to try and build trust with

both the prospect AND email providers.

Luckily, there are a few things you can do to make sure your email ends up in

their inbox.

The first is to send a useful, relevant message that provides value to your

prospect.

After that, you can help yourself avoid the spam folder by avoiding images or

attachments in your first initial email to a prospect. These can all trigger

spam signals.

Link Tracking And/Or Open Tracking Can Set o Spam Flags

On top of avoiding images and attachments in your first email, it's also good

practice to avoid link tracking or open tracking.

Why?
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Because link trackers and open trackers create an invisible pixel image that

can trigger spam labels.

It's much safer to include these things in later emails (and to avoid using

them in the first).

That way, you can establish trust with both prospects and providers and

avoid the spam filter.
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Chapter 4 – Important Link Guidelines

Be very careful with links in your cold outreach.

These are a few of the most important link guidelines to be mindful of as you

send cold emails.

So, you know now that including link tracking in the first email is not

recommended.

So how can you add links the right way, in that case?

Here are a few top tips to keep in mind:

Don’t use link shorteners in your cold emails (like bit.ly)

Many email providers see link shorteners as spam automatically. While bit.ly

is great for marketers online, using a shortened link in a cold sales email is

not recommended.

Only one link per email

When sending an email to a cold or lukewarm prospect, it's best to keep it to

one link per email.

Why are multiple links bad? They can be automatically flagged as spam if you

have no history with the contact.

And that's no fun! :-(
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Don’t include the URL in the link text

Don't write out a complete link URL.

For example, this is what you wouldn't want to do: "Here's a link to our site:

http://site.com"

Instead say: "Here's a link to our site."

In other words, the hyperlinked text is king when it comes to successful email

outreach campaigns!
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Chapter 5 – Email Verification

Avoid annoying (and harmful) bounces by verifying prospects’ emails

before sending.

Email finders are an awesome way to get more people to open your emails. If

you’re on a mission to win more sales deals and you’re reaching out to

people over outbound email, deliverability is vital to your success. An email

finder can help with that.

Without the correct email addresses of your prospects, your deliverability will

go down, you’ll get bounces, and it may even result in your domain being

penalized or being marked as spam.

There’s a lot of different tools for finding and verifying email addresses out

there. Some are free, some are paid, some specialize in LinkedIn, some offer

browser extensions – there’s no one-size-fits-all solution.

You can find the right email finder for you here.
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Chapter 6 – “Problem” Words

There are words that will often get you in the spam folder automatically,
even when you're doing everything else right.

Certain words and patterns will be automatically filtered as spam if used.

For example, using all caps in emails can sometimes cause your emails to

land in the spam folder.

Try to avoid all caps whenever possible (yes, even when you're ridiculously

excited).

Keep it casual and avoid "salesy" terms (even if you've got something to sell).

There are some common words, though, that will almost definitely cause

messages to go to spam.

Here are some words and phrases that often trigger spam categorization:

● Earn extra cash

● Investment decision

● "Double your"

● Beneficiary

● Income from home

● Addresses

● Viagra

● Beverage

● Casino
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● Discount

In general, it's always good to be cautious about your word choice and to be

ethical about what you send.

A nice rule of thumb is to read your message out loud before sending it out

— does it sound natural?

Is it something you might say to a friend or a colleague? If not, edit your

message until it flows well and sounds human and natural.

Try your best to get in the habit of reading each and every message you send

to a prospect aloud before taking action.

You'll see far more success when your emails sound human and personable!
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Chapter 7 – Outlook for Business

Currently, Microsoft's Office 365 Exchange is performing best in terms
of deliverability rate when compared with other providers like Google.

Why Outlook’s Business Solution Maers for Deliverability

We run a lot of tests to keep up-to-date info on email deliverability, and

Office 365 email solution outperforms other providers like GSuite when it

comes to deliverability success.

Rule #1 of email providers: DO NOT use a free email provider. If you send

cold emails, there is a huge chance they will end up in the spam folder

sooner rather than later.

What's the best practice, then?

For years, we have recommended GSuite. Then we conducted a test and did

research on millions of emails.

The result was that using Outlook could boost your open rate by close to 50%

more than Gmail.

Huge.

This leads to Outlook enjoying a far superior response rate overall. Looking

across all accounts, we see close to double the response rate (this isn’t

surprising as open tracking is never 100% accurate, so it’s likely that the 50%

extra open rate is understated).
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Chapter 8 – SPF and DKIM

Setting up SPF and DKIM helps prevent your emails from ending up in
spam.

SPF allows you to define which IP addresses are allowed to send mail for your

domain.

DKIM, on the other hand, provides an encryption key and digital signature

that verifies that any given email you send was not forged or altered.

Implementing both is a strong signal to spam filters that you’re not a

spammer.

This is something you can do either yourself, or you can send your developer

instructions (or hire a freelance developer).

Here are some helpful tutorials for you or your developer:

● DKIM for Outlook/Microsoft 365

● DKIM for GSuite

● SPF for Outlook/Microsoft 365

● SPF for GSuite
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Chapter 9 – Inbox Warm-Up

Inbox warm-up makes your email address look VERY trustworthy to
email service providers.

Do you know what's the common objection I hear when I talk to people

about QuickMail?

"You know, Jeremy, we tried cold email, but it stopped working after a couple of

months"

Right, because you were doing it wrong. Let me explain.

Over time, all cold email inboxes suffer from deliverability issues. Reaching

out to strangers and getting them engaged is harder than engaging with

friends.

And email service providers will penalize you for this.

Ignoring this is a sure way to get your emails blocked. Even if the block is

temporary, this could have some serious impact on your predictable pipeline.

So what do you do?

Until now, most people either gave up on cold email or burned a new domain

every month. The former is silly and the latter is costly (and such a pain).

There's a third way now.
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Having a group of emails that are used for cold outreach talk to each other

automatically helps everybody in the group maintain good standing with the

email service providers.

We call this Auto-Warmer – being a member of the group "warms" your inbox

so that your deliverability doesn't suffer (and improve!) as time progresses.

What's even better is that our Autowarmer is completely free.

We're doing it to improve the service for our paid customers. The more

people join our Auto-Warmer, the better the quality of the Auto-Warmer.

At this point, most cold outreach professionals are warming up their inboxes,

so the bar is getting higher. In a way, if you do not warm yours up, you’re

showing subpar performance in the spam filter’s eyes.
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Bonus tips

Bonus #1 – How Many People to Contact

As a general rule of thumb, it's best not to contact more than 50 people/day.

If that seems low, think about it this way.

If you get few replies, there are two ways to improve it – send to more people

or work on your reply rate.

Sending to more people is easy. But you end up going through your prospect

list quicker, essentially burning through it with the same low response rate.

And once you’re done, you need to spend time and resources on getting new

prospects.

But if you work on your outreach quality, you will convert more people from

the same prospect list, get better at cold outreach, and won’t need to source

new prospects as often. Not to mention that the quality of your replies will

almost certainly be higher.

Bonus #2 – Automating to Save Time

QuickMail helps you save time with personalized cold email automation at

scale. It spaces out the way you send your emails automatically and lets you

create follow-up rules.

You can literally plug a Google Sheet with your prospects into QuickMail,

write a couple of emails, and have the tool send highly personalized cold

emails for you on the schedule you like.
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